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	Microsoft Windows Media Resource Kit, 9780735618077 (0735618070), Microsoft Press, 2003
Broadcast live events or stream content on demand with expertise from those  who know the technology best—the Microsoft Windows Media Team. This official  Resource Kit packs the technical insights and tools you need to capture,  encode, distribute, and play back digital video and audio using the Windows  Media 9 Series platform. You’ll play back digital video and audio using the  Windows Media 9 Series platform. You’ll learn how to plan, develop, and  implement basic to advanced solutions. And you get essential production and  administration resources. It’s everything you need to deliver  professional-quality streaming media solutions—and maximize their impact.

Get end-to-end guidance straight from the Microsoft Windows Media team.

	Know what’s involved in streaming through a hosting service, an enterprise  intranet, or your own Web page  
	Use vision documents and checklists to plan your solution and map out  deployment  
	Learn best practices for compressing content and using codecs  
	Get tips for creating compelling, high-quality audio and video  
	Set up production—from a single workstation to a studio—and delivery—from  one server to an enterprise cluster  
	Use Digital Rights Management technologies to help protect content  
	Create server-side playlists that you can update on the fly  
	Develop a Web portal to manage large content archives  
	Test playback for live and on-demand content 
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The New Art And Science Of Pregnancy And Childbirth: What You Want to Know from Your ObstetricianWorld Scientific Publishing, 2008
Edited by prominent obstetricians in KK Women's and Children's Hospital, the largest maternity hospital in Singapore with about 12,000 babies delivered each year, this book provides a comprehensive and informative look at pregnancy and childcare. It covers topics ranging from pre-pregnancy care, pregnancy care, and actual delivery to baby care. It...

		

Advanced Pattern Recognition Technologies with Applications to Biometrics (Premier Reference Source)Medical Information Science Reference, 2008
With the increasing concerns on security breaches and transaction fraud, highly reliable and convenient personal verification and identification technologies are more and more requisite in our social activities and national services. Biometrics, used to recognize the identity of an individual, are gaining ever-growing popularity in an extensive...

		

Beginning VB 2008: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2008

	This book is for anyone who wants to write good Visual Basic 2008 code – even if you have never programmed before.


	Writing good code can be a challenge, there are so many options, especially in a language like Visual Basic. If you want to really get the best from a programming language you need to know which features work...





	

Sams Teach Yourself Twitter in 10 MinutesSams Publishing, 2009

	Welcome to Twitter, the Social Networking site that was called “utterly
	devoid of any sort of merit” by New Zealand Herald’s Canvas Magazine,
	(June 6, 2009) in the same week it appeared on the cover of TIME
	Magazine as “a powerful form of communication” and “the future of
	American innovation.”...


		

How the Stock Market Works: A Beginner's Guide to InvestmentKogan Page, 2012

	People are constantly being affected by the fluctuations in the global economy and by financial uncertainty - with major impacts on their savings, portfolios and pensions. Some might see recessions as the very worst time to invest in the stock market, but many of the world's most successful investors insist that a market downturn is the...


		

Numerical Mathematics and Advanced Applications ENUMATH 2017 (Lecture Notes in Computational Science and Engineering, 126)Springer, 2019

	
		This book collects many of the presented papers, as plenary presentations, mini-symposia invited presentations, or contributed talks, from the European Conference on Numerical Mathematics and Advanced Applications (ENUMATH) 2017. The conference was organized by the University of Bergen, Norway from September 25 to 29, 2017. Leading...
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